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INTRODUCTION

With the massive explosion of web images, how to access these images eﬃciently is an important research task,
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and automatic image annotation has become more and more
attractive. In real image annotation applications, multiple
semantic concepts may occur simultaneously in an image;
each individual label of one image is actually related to local regions rather than the whole image. It is attractive
to learning the image classiﬁers from weakly labeled images
available on the web. Herein the terminology weakly labeled
can be investigated from three perspectives: i) Since manually annotating is time-consuming and labor-intensive, only
a subset of images are labeled, and the number of available
labeled images is much smaller than that of unlabeled ones;
ii) In a collaborative image tagging system, people can tag
the images according to their personal expertise and perception, and the label set for each labeled image may be
uncorrect or incomplete; iii) The multiple labels are given
loosely at the image level rather than at the object level
(i.e., without providing the exact object locations in the images). Our goal is to precisely predict the multiple labels
for images and to provide region-level labels for the objects,
simultaneously.
In [2] a framework was proposed to improve the retrieval
performance by reﬁning noisy labels of a group of Flickr
photos. [17] proposed a label reﬁnement formulation considering the label characteristics from the points of view of
low-rank, error sparsity, content consistency and label correlation. [15] and [14] both proposed graph-based semisupervised learning frameworks, which can simultaneously
explore the correlations among multiple labels and the label
consistency over the graph. Those methods above inferred
the correspondence between the images and their associated
labels only at the image level rather than at the region level.
[8] proposed a uniﬁed formulation to implement various tag
analysis tasks including label-to-region assignment in a coherent way; however the correlations between labels are not
exploited in [8].
In this paper a novel method is developed to simultaneously perform label prediction and label-to-region assignment based on weakly-labeled web image dataset. Each image is ﬁrstly segmented into several regions. We cluster the
image regions to learn a small number of region-exemplars
and predict the label vector for each image region as a locally weighted average of the label vectors on exemplars.
By investigating the label conﬁdence matrix for the regionexemplars from diﬀerent perspectives (column picture and
row picture), our method suﬃciently leverages the visual
contexts, the semantic contexts, and the associations between image-level and region-level labels. Diﬀerent from
[8], the correlations between the semantic concepts are eﬀec-

It is very attractive to exploit weakly-labeled image dataset
for multi-label annotation applications. In our paper the
meaning of the terminology weakly labeled is threefold: i)
only a small subset of the available images are labeled; ii)
even for the labeled image, the given labels may be uncorrect or incomplete; iii) the given labels do not provide the
exact object locations in the images. A novel method is
developed to predict the multiple labels for images and to
provide region-level labels for the objects. We cluster the image regions to learn several region-exemplars and predict the
label vector for each image region as a locally weighted average of the label vectors on exemplars. By investigating the
label conﬁdence matrix for the region-exemplars from different perspectives (column picture and row picture), we
suﬃciently leverage the visual contexts, the semantic contexts, and the consistency between similarities in the visual
feature space and semantic label space. Experimental results on real web images demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of
the proposed method.
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tively captured in our method, which is of signiﬁcance to the
performance of multi-label image annotation. Experimental
results on the real web images demonstrate the eﬀectiveness
of the proposed method.

2.

a convex combination of its nearest exemplars:

πijq ẋq ,
xij ≈
q∈xij 

ALGORITHM

Suppose that {(x1 , y1 ), ..., (xl , yl )} are l labeled images
for training. Each image includes ri regions: xi = {xi1 , ..., xiri },
where the number of regions ri may vary across images. Let
C = {c1 , ..., cm } be a semantic lexicon of m concepts, and let
i 
] ∈ {0, 1}m be the initial m−dimensional
yi = [y1i , . . . , ym
label vector corresponding to the image xi , where ysi =
1(s = 1, . . . , m) if the concept cs is associated with the
image xi , and 0 otherwise. Our goal is to predict the label vector for any new image and to predict the region-level
label simultaneously.

(1)

where xij  denotes the index set of k closest exemplars for
xij , and the combination coeﬃcients πijq can be learned by
quadratic programming (QP) as follows:


2
1
πijq ẋq  , s.t. πijq ≥ 0,
πijq = 1
min xij −
2
i
i
q∈xj 

q∈xj 

(2)
Let ḣq ∈ [0, 1]m denote the label conﬁdence vector for the
exemplar region ẋq , (q = 1, ..., n), which can be viewed as a
point in the semantic label space. It it reasonable to preserve the neighborhood contexts when mapping image regions from the visual feature space to the semantic label
space. Then, the label conﬁdence vector for the image region xij can be estimated as a locally weighted average of
the labels on exemplars:

πijq ḣq ,
hij =
(3)
i
q∈xj 

/ xij  and denote α
 ji = [πij1 , ..., πijn ] ,
Let πijq = 0 if q ∈
m×n
, then Eq. (3) can be expressed
Ḣ = [ḣ1 , ..., ḣn ] ∈ [0, 1]
as:
 ji ,
hij = Ḣ α

(4)

Once the region-level label conﬁdence vectors are learned,
the
label conﬁdence vectors can be estimated by
riimage-level
i i
ω
h
(
herein
ωji is the voting weight and can be sej
j
j=1
lected as the percentage of covered area of each region). To
achieve the coherence between region-level labels and imagelevel labels, and thus realize the cross-level label propagation, we minimize the following loss function:
min

ri
l

 i 
2


y −
ωji hij  = T r (Y − ḢA) (Y − ḢA)
i=1

j=1

(5)
m×l
, Ḣ = [ḣ1 , ..., ḣn ] ∈ [0, 1]m×n ,
where Y =[y1 , ..., yl ] ∈ {0,
1}
r1
rl
1 1
l l
 j , ..., j=1 ωj α
 j ] ∈ Rn×l .
and A = [ j=1 ωj α
The label conﬁdence matrix for the region-exemplars Ḣ =
[ḣ1 , ..., ḣn ] ∈ [0, 1]m×n can be investigated from diﬀerent
perspectives: i)column picture: Each column of Ḣ corresponds to the label distribution for one region-exemplar ,
and ḣq (q = 1, ..., n) can be viewed as the high-level feature
vector of the q−th region-exemplar in the semantic label
space, which diﬀers from the low-level feature vector ẋq in
the visual feature space; ii)row picture: Each row of Ḣ can
be viewed as the voting scores from all the region-exemplars
for each concept, and can also be viewed as the feature vector
of the concept. By constructing diﬀerent graphs from above
two perspectives, we can suﬃciently leverage visual context,
semantic context, and the consistency between visual features and semantic concepts, to improve the performance of
image annotation.
Let G = ({ẋq }n
q=1 , S) be the visual context graph with the
vertex set corresponding to the region-exemplars {ẋq }n
q=1
and the adjacent matrix S measuring the visual similarities

Figure 1: An overview of our method. Each image is ﬁrstly segmented into regions. All regions are
clustered into several groups. In the visual feature
space, region-exemplars are used to construct the visual context graph. In the semantic label space, concepts form the semantic context graph which captures the correlations between concepts.
Each image is ﬁrstly segmented into several regions. Let
hij ∈ [0, 1]m (j = 1, ..., ri ) denote the label conﬁdence vector
of xij (the j−th region in the i−th image), and the s−th component of hij just measures the probability that the concept
cs is associated with the region xij . To address the scalability
issue, all the image regions are clustered into several groups
by clustering algorithms such as Af f inity P ropagation [6]
based on the visual similarity. Suppose that n clusters are
obtained, and one region-exemplar is learned for each cluster, then we get n region-exemplars {ẋ1 , ..., ẋn }. Inspired
by [12], we approximately reconstruct each image region as
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between region pairs. S is an n × n sparse symmetric matrix
and can be deﬁned using visual features as follows:

exp{−ρd(ẋp , ẋq )} ẋp ∈ ẋq  ∨ ẋq ∈ ẋp 
(6)
Spq =
0
otherwise

which is essentially a Sylvester equation [15] widely used in
control theory. Vectorizing the unknown matrix Ḣ, Eq. (12)
can be transformed to a linear system:
[(θ1 (S − S) + AA ) ⊗ Im + In ⊗ (θ2 (W − W ))]vec(Ḣ)
= vec(Y A )

where ẋq  denotes the set of k closest exemplars for ẋq ,
d(ẋp , ẋq ) is the distance between exemplars ẋp and ẋq , and
ρ is the scaling parameter. The visual and semantic consistency for the exemplar regions can be achieved by solving
the following problem:

2


1
Spq col(Ḣ, p) − col(Ḣ, q) = T r Ḣ(S − S)Ḣ 
min
2 pq

(13)
where vec(.) is the vectorization of the matrix, ⊗ is the Kronecker product, and Im and In are m × m and n × n identity
matrices, respectively. We can eﬃciently solve vec(Ḣ) in
Eq. (13) by a generalized minimal residual algorithm [13],
and then obtain Ḣ from vec(Ḣ). For any new image, we predict its region-level labels using Ḣ via Eq. (1) and Eq. (3),
and then the image-level label vector is derived as well.

(7)
where col(Ḣ, p) denotes the p−th column of Ḣ, i.e., ḣp , and

S is an n × n diagonal matrix with Sqq = n
p=1 Spq .
On the other hand, let G = ({cs }m
s=1 , W ) be the semantic context graph with the vertex set corresponding to the
concepts {cs }m
s=1 and the adjacent matrix W measuring the
correlations between concepts. W is an m × m sparse symmetric matrix and can be deﬁned as follows:

exp{−σd(cs , ct )} d(cs , ct ) < 
(8)
Wst =
0
otherwise

3.

where σ and  are the parameters, and d(cs , ct ) is the Normalized Google Distance (NGD) [4] between concepts cs
and ct :
d(cs , ct ) =

max{logf (cs ), logf (ct )} − logf (cs , ct )
logN − min{logf (cs ), logf (ct )}

(9)

where f (cs ) is the numbers of the webpages returned by
Google search engine when typing cs as the search term,
f (cs , ct ) is the number of webpages returned when typing cs
and ct together as the search term, and N is the total number of the images in Google. The smaller the NGD is, the
stronger the semantic relation is; so, the weight Wst measures the aﬃnity between concepts cs and ct . At the same
time, each row of Ḣ corresponds to the voting scores from
all the region-exemplars for each concept and can be viewed
as the feature vector of the concept. Strongly correlated
concepts concepts should have similar voting scores, which
can be achieved by solving the following problem:

2


1
Wst row(Ḣ, s) − row(Ḣ, t) = T r Ḣ  (W − W )Ḣ
min
2 st

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the proposed method on the
NUS-WIDE-SUB dataset [3, 8] which is a challenging collection of real-world web images from Flickr containing 18,325
images with 81 labels. We focus on evaluating our method
when the number of labeled images is much smaller than
that of unlabeled ones, and randomly split the dataset into
the 10% subset for training and the 90% subset for testing.
Since the user-provided tags is noisy, the training images are
precisely re-annotated at ﬁrst. We use Felzenswalb’s graph
cut algorithm [5] to segment each image into several regions.
Four kinds of visual features are extracted for each region:
1) 14-dim color feature including mean RGB, HSV conversion, HUE histogram and SAT histogram; 2) 30-dim texture
feature including LM-ﬁlter mean response [7] and LM-ﬁlter
response histogram; 3) 8-dim geometric feature encoding the
position and size information of the segment; 4) 500-dim
BoW histogram. Based on the above visual features, the
composite distance between image regions is computed using JEC[10]. Employing Aﬃnity Propagation algorithm [6],
we cluster the regions from the training images and obtain
the region-exemplars.
Method
ML-LGC
CNMF
SMSE
MISSL
MEG
Ours

Training%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
10%

Precision
0.28
0.29
0.32
0.27
0.35
0.31

Recall
0.29
0.31
0.32
0.33
0.37
0.41

(10)
Table 1: Performance comparisons of diﬀerent automatic annotation methods on NUS-WIDE-SUB.

where row(Ḣ, s) denotes the s−th row of Ḣ, and W is an

n × n diagonal matrix with Wtt = m
s=1 Wst .
Therefore, by incorporating various contextual relations
in a single framework as shown in Figure. 1, the proposed
model for automatic image annotation takes the formulation
as:


min T r (Y − ḢA) (Y − ḢA) +
Ḣ


 (11)

θ1 T r Ḣ(S − S)Ḣ  + θ2 T r Ḣ  (W − W )Ḣ

We compare the proposed method with the state-of-theart algorithms: 1) ML-LGC[16], 2) CNMF[9], 3)SMSE[1],
4)MISSL[11], 5)MEG[8]. In the label prediction task, we
aim at predicting the labels of the testing images and use
the provided 81 semantic concepts as the ground truth annotations for evaluation. We calculate the average precision
and average recall to measure the performance. Table 1
gives the performance comparisons of the image annotation
algorithms. The results of the state-of-the-art were reported
in [8]. From the results we can clearly see that our algorithm is better than or comparable with the state-of-the-art
algorithms even though much fewer training examples are
required than the state-of-the-art, which demonstrates the

where θ1 and θ2 are the controlling parameters. Let the
derivative of the above cost function with respect to Ḣ be
zero, we have
Ḣ(θ1 (S − S) + AA ) + θ2 (W − W )Ḣ = Y A

(12)
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Figure 2: The reﬁned label rank lists are obtained
according to the learned label conﬁdence vector.
Figure 3:
Region-level labeling results of our
method for some images from NUS-WIDE-SUB
dataset.

eﬀectiveness of strategy to suﬃciently leverage various contextual relations. Figure 2 gives the reﬁned label rank lists
obtained by the learned label conﬁdence vector in comparison with the initial labels provided by the users. Moreover,
the proposed algorithm is also suitable for the task of labelto-region assignment. Since the NUS-WIDE-SUB dataset
has no ground truth for this task, we merely give some results in Figure 3. The results demonstrate that by learning
the label conﬁdences for the region-exemplars, our method
can eﬀectively estimate the label conﬁdences for each image
region, then the tasks of predicting both image-level and
region-level labels are accomplished simultaneously.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a novel method is proposed to perform automatic image annotation with weakly-labeled image dataset.
Clustering technique is employed to learn a small number
of region-exemplars, and the labels for each image region
are predicted as a locally weighted average of the labels on
exemplars. By investigating the label conﬁdence matrix for
the region exemplars from column and row pictures, we
suﬃciently leverage the consistency of similarities between
samples in the visual feature space and semantic label space,
the correlations among the semantic concepts, and the associations between image-level and region-level labels, which
are of signiﬁcance to the performance of image annotation.
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